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assumption anticipates the patient and will most likely
suppress the truth in him, In any event, anticipation takes
the wind out of his sails, and he naturally comes to prefer
hearing his truth from you. But thus nobody gains. More-
over, you undermine the patient's mental independence,
a most precious quality that should on no account be injured,
One really cannot be careful enough, as people are most
incredibly eager to get rid of themselves, enslaving themselves
to strange gods as soon as occasion offers.
There are fouu methods of investigating the unknown in
a patient:
1. The first and simplest method is the association
method. I do not think I need go into details, for this
method has been known for twenty years. Its principle is
the finding out of the main complexes through irregularities
in responding to selected stimulus-words. As an intro-
duction to mental analysis, and to the knowledge of the
symptomatology of complexes, the method is to be recom-
mended for a beginner. You will find the necessary details
in my book, Studies in Word Association.
2.	The second method of symptom analysis has a merely
historical value and was given up by Freud, its originator,
long ago.  By means of hypnotic suggestion the attempt was
made to get the patient to reproduce the memories under-
lying certain pathological symptoms.    The method works
very well in all those cases where a shock, a psychic wound
or trauma, is the chief cause of the neurosis.   It was on this
method that Freud founded his  earlier trauma-theory of
hysteria. But since most of the cases of hysteria are not
-of traumatic origin, this theory was soon discarded along with
its method of investigation.   In a case of shock, the method
can have a therapeutic effect through the so-called' abreactifln'
of the traumatic contents.   During and after the war this
method has been of use in the treatment of shell-shock and
similar troubles.
3,	The third method of anamnestic analysis is of greater

